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1. INTRODUCTION 
The equation to be studied is 
du 
-g+Lu= j’ C(t, s) 4s) ds +f(u) + F(f), 
-m 
where L and C are linear operators (at least L is unbounded, L is sectorial) 
in a real Banach space 9, f and F are quite smooth, F(t + T) = F(t) and 
C(f + T, s + T) = C(t, s) for some T > 0. The object is to give conditions to 
ensure that (E) has a T-periodic solution. When u is in a certain space, 
convergence properties for the integral will be required later. 
The work proceeds as follows. First, (E) is written as a functional 
differential equation with a parameter 1, together with an associated 
homotopy h; if the homotopy has a fixed point for 3, = 1, it is a periodic 
solution of (E). This is the content of Section 2. 
In Section 3 the degree-theoretic work of Granas is summarized. This 
will enable us to show that if the homotopy h is compact and admissible, 
then the existence of an a priori bound on all possible T-periodic fixed 
points of h for 0 < I < 1 implies the existence of a T-periodic fixed point of 
h for 1= 1. 
In Section 4 two nonlinear heat equations with memory are written as 
(E) and Liapunov function arguments yield a priori bounds on fixed points 
of the homotopy h. A similar Liapunov function also shows that h is com- 
pact through a Sobolev space argument using Rellich’s lemma. Part of the 
novelty of this section is that the Liapunov functions need not have the 
standard upper and lower bounds; the a priori bound is derived mainly 
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from the derivative of the Liapunov function. Moreover, although a 
Liapunov function is used on a functional differential equation, it does not 
utilize a Razumikhin technique. The argument does not yield a dissipative 
structure of the type discussed by Hale [lo] in the search for periodic 
solutions as we show in Theorem 4. 
2. A HOMOTOPY 
In this section we state the conditions needed to apply the theory of 
Granas. The examples of Section 4 show two ways in which these condi- 
tions can be realized. 
It is supposed that the operator e ~ L’ satisfies le PL’j d ci e Pa’ for t > 0 
where ci and a are positive constants. Consider the companion to (E), 
du 
z+Lu=A 
’ c(t,s)u(s)ds+f(u)+F(‘(t) 
x, I 
(EL) 
and the homotopy (on a space to be defined later) 
h(l, cp)(t)=l./lI: eCL(rp”)[/~m C(u, $1 cp(s) ds +f(cp(u)) + F(v) 1 dv. 
It is also supposed that a convex subset Y of a Banach space can be 
found such that 
cpEYimpliescp:(-co,co)+W,cp(t+T)=cp(t), 
for a certain closed subset X of Y, 
h: [0, 11 x X-+ Y is a compact mapping, for t > 0, h(i, p)(t) E D(L), 
and 
if cp is a fixed point of h then cp satisfies (E,). 
Obviously, these requirements induce strong conditions on C, f, and F. 
Briefly, they ask that cp E X implies that 
s ’ C(t,s)cp(s)ds+f(cp(t))+F(t)E~ -x 
and is Holder continuous in t for t > 0. 
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3. THE THEORY OF GRANAS 
The following definitions and results are from Granas [7]. Let Y be a 
convex subset of linear topological space, A c XC Y, and A closed in X. 
The space Y is at least Hausdorff. 
DEFINITION. (i) A continuous map cp: X+ Y is compact if q(X) is 
compact. 
(ii) hi :=h(& .): X+ Y is a compact homotopy if h is a homotopy 
and if for each i E [O, 11, h 12 x X= hl is compact. 
(iii) cp: X-+ Y is admissible with respect to A if cp is compact and 
cp 1 A is fixed point free. Let MA(X, Y) denote the class of admissible maps 
with respect o A. 
(iv) cp E MA(X, Y) is inessentiaE if there exists $ E M,(X, Y) such that 
q I A = $ I A and $ is without fixed points on X Otherwise, cp E MA(X, Y) 
is essential. 
(v) A compact homotopy h: [0, l] x X+ Y is admissible if for each 
A E [0, 11, hj. is admissible. Two mappings cp, II/ E M.,,(X, Y) are homotopic 
in MA(X, Y), written q N $, if there exists an admissible homotopy 
h:[O,l]xX+Ysuchthath,=II/andh,=cp. 
(vi) F* denotes the class of topological spaces which have the fixed 
point property for compact maps. 
THEOREM Gl (Granas). Let Y be a connected space belonging to F*, let 
XC Y be closed, and let A = 8X. Zfq: X+ Y is a constant map (q(x) = p for 
all x E X) and p E X\A, then cp is essential. 
THEOREM G2 (Granas). Let A = dc XC Y and let f E M,(X, Y) be an 
admissible function. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f: X -+ Y is inessential. 
(b) f - g in MA(X, Y) where g: X+ Y is without$xed points. 
The theory of Granas is applied in the following way: 
(i) An a priori bound B, is found for all possible T-periodic 
solutions of (E,). 
(ii) A convex subset Y of a Banach space of T-periodic functions is 
found and a set XC { rp E Y: 1~1 <B, > is constructed with the property that 
h: X-t Y is a compact mapping. 
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(iii) In Theorem Gl we take rp = ho so that h,: X + 0 E X\A, where 
A = ax thus, h, is essential. 
(iv) By Theorem G2, taking f = h, and g = h,, if h, is without fixed 
points, then ho is inessential, a contradiction. 
Obviously, much care is needed in the construction of Y and X so that 
h is a compact mapping. Precise details are given in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
The theory of Granas has been applied to finite dimensional problems in 
[l, 21 to show that periodic solutions exist and in [S, 8,9] to show that 
solutions of boundary value problems exist. Periodic solutions of infinite 
dimensional problems have been recently studied by DaPrato [3], 
DaPrato and Lunardi [4], Hale [lo], and Lunardi [ 121 using different 
methods. 
The survey book of Hale [lo] describes in much detail research with 
dissipative systems. Periodic solutions are found when solutions are, essen- 
tially, uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded. By contrast, 
the Granas theory establishes the existence of periodic solutions, with the 
help of Liapunov functions, even when there are unbounded solutions 
(cf. [l] and our Theorem 4). In our examples, the Liapunov functions only 
operate on bounded solutions. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
For 1 E [O, 11, consider the equation 
u, = ux.x + wt, u( ., xl), (1) 
where 
u(f,O)=u(t, l)=O, (2) 
C(t, u( ., x)) = C( t, u(s, x), - co < s < t) is a Volterra functional. We rewrite 
(1) as an abstract equation in L*(O, 1; R). Let (&)(x) = -a2~(x)/ax2 for 
a smooth function cp on [O, 1 ] and by using Friedrich’s theorem, extend A 
to a self-adjoint, densely defined operator in L’(O, 1; R). Then D(A) = 
HAn H*, where HA= Wi2(0, 1; R), H2 = W*,*(O, 1; R). The norm on 
Hj(0, 1) is denoted by I.IH,. In particular, 1.1 H~ = 1.1 Lo. 
The abstract version of (1) is 
u’(t) + Au = K( l, u( . )). (3) 
Note that in (3), we consider C(t, u( .)) as a function C: R x L2 -+ L* given 
by C(t,~(.))(x)=C(t,~(.,x), -co<s<t). 
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We assume that C( t + T, u( . )) = C( t, u( . )) for some T> 0. For 
q E L2(0, 1; R), define 
~={cpaR,Hm 1))lcp(t+T)=cpw)? 
lcplit=Su~{lcp(t)l,llOdtdT). 
The following result is probably known and easy to prove. 
(4) 
LEMMA 1. The space ( 8’, 1.1 a,) defined by (4) is a Banach space. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the following conditions hold 
(i) there exists B, > 0 such that tfu(t) is a T-periodic solution of (3) 
then 
(ii) C( ., cp( .)): R --t Ho is Holder continuous whenever cp E ( @, 1.1 m) 
and is Holder continuous; 
(iii) C: [0, T] x m,-, Ho takes bounded sets into bounded sets. 
(iv) For any u > 0, there exists j? > 0 such that [q, I+!I E @‘, 1~1 q6 a, 
/$(@<a, tgO] imply that 
IC(t, so(*))-C(4I1/(.))l,o~B SUP Icp(t)-t4t)l,o. 
rt co, r1 
Then (3) has a T-periodic solution for A = 1. 
Proof. First, we set up the spaces for the Granas theory. By definition 
of the operator A, we refer to Henry [ 11, pp. 21,261 and find c > 0, a > 0 
with 
(a) leEAt d ce-“‘, 
@I IA 1/2e-.4fl <Ct-1/2e-ar, (5) 
(c) I(e-A’-I)(pIHO<ct1/2 lA1/2cplH~ for all cp E D( A ‘12). 
For the B, >O given in (i), by (iii) there exists a constant C* >O such 
that 
sup IC(t, cP(‘))lHO< c* 
I E CO, Tl 
whenever JcpI it< B,. (6) 
Let 
505!90!2- I I 
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where E = Jp t ~ 1/2e--ar dt. Consider 
Y= (2s mI( IU(t’)-U(t2)l~O<L lt,-t21”2, t,, t,E co, 77) 
and (7) 
LEMMA 2. If h: R x X -+ Y is defined by 
h(l, q)(t,x)=l.~~m cA(‘-%(s, cp(.))ds 
and if q is a fixed point of h, then cp satisfies (3). 
Proof: Let J(t) = h(A, p)(t), 
J(t) = Jo(t) + J’(t), Jo(t) = 2 Ji e -A(t-s)C(~, cp( .)) ds, 
and J,(t)=AJ”, e PA(rPs)C(s, q( .)) ds. Since C(t, cp( .)) is Holder con- 
tinuous, by Henry [ 11, p. 503 
(d~o(t)/dt)+AJo(t)=~C(t, cp(.)). (8) 
AS 
s 
0 0 
eASC(s, cp( .)) ds and 
s 
emAcfeS)C(s, cp( a)) ds 
--m -00 
exist, by Friedman [6, p. 94, Lemma 1.2 and p. 101, Theorem 2.11, we have 
s 
0 
s 
0 
e-A”-S)C(s, cp( .)) ds = e-Ai eAsC(s, cp( .)) ds 
--m -cc 
and 
(a!I,(t)/dt) + M,(t) = 0. (9) 
BY (8) and (9), 
(dJ(t)/dt) + M(t) = Wt, d.)). 
Thus, if q is a fixed point of h, then the right-hand side of h is differentiable 
and, hence, the left-hand side is also; this means that cp satisfies (3). 
To see that h(;l, cp) E Y, let 0 < t, < t, d T and cp E X; then 
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44 cp)(t1) - w-9 (P)(h) 
&j” 
--m 
c~(‘~~~)C(S, cp(. )) ds - 1 I”, e-A”2--S)C(s, cp( .)) ds 
=i.p A(r’ - “‘C(s, q( . )) ds 
12 
+ [,-4fl-(2)-I] A 
s 
12 
c~(‘*-~~(.s, cp( .)) ds. 
-cc 
Note that 
A(f1 - “‘C(s, cp( - )) ds 
HO 
< ceCn(t’-“) IC(s, cp( -))I Ho ds 
by (6). Also 
(e- act1 - 12) -I) I j’2 eMA(‘2ps)C(s, cp( .)) ds 
-02 HO 
<C It, - t211/’ A’/’ 
1 j 
r2 e-A(‘2--s)C(s, cp( .)) ds 
-22 Ho 
< c ItI - 4 u2 
5 
I2 IA “2epA(12--S)I IC(s, q( .))IHo ds 
--oo 
dc It, - t211’2 
s 
12 
c lf2-~(-1’2e-a(t2-S) IC(s, cp(.))lHOds 
-cc 
< c2EC* Jr, - t2J 1’2 
by (6). Thus, 
WY cp)(t1)-44 (P)(t2)l”O< L It,- t21”2 
and so h(l, q) E Y. 
LEMMA 3. The homotopy h(l, cp) is compact. 
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Prooj We first show that there is an a > 0 such that 
IJcp-J$lw,6@ sup lC(t,cp(.))-C(t,~(-))l,o, (10) 
re[O.Tl 
where Jcp = h(l, cp) and Jll/ = h(A, $). By Lemma 2 it follows that 
(d/dt)(J4’-J$)+A(Jq-JIC/)=A(C(t,ga(.))-C(t,$(.))). 
Define 
so that 
v’(f) = 2 j1 C(J4o - J$)tJrp -Jtfi)t+(J~-J~f,(J~-J~),,ldx 
0 
(integration by parts) 
=Zj; C-(Jrp-J~)~+~(Jtp-JiCr)(Cft,(~f-))-C(t,~(.)))ldx 
+2 j; C-(J~-J11/):+a(J~-J~),(C(t,cp(.))--C(t,~(,)))ldx. 
There then exist p, y > 0 such that 
V~)G -,Mf)+y j1 IC(t,rp(.f)--C(t,Jif.))12dx. 
0 
Since V(t) is T-periodic, there exists CI > 0 such that (10) holds. Inciden- 
tally, this shows that h(;l, tp) is continuous in cp for fixed ;I. Since h(A, SD) is 
uniformly continuous in i for fixed cp, it follows that h is jointly continuous 
in 64 cp). 
Let {cp,) be a sequence in X, we will show that there is a subsequence 
(qpn,) such that ~up,,t~,~~ lq,,(t)-(p,Jt)lHa+O as k, m-+oc. This means 
that (Jcpnk) is a Cauchy sequence in l?, a Banach space, and so h is a 
compact mapping. 
Let {&} be the sequence of all rationals in [0, T]. Since {~)Jti)> is 
bounded in Xc H’ (0, 1 ), by Rellich’s lemma, there is a subsequence 
{I,,,) converging in H*(O, 1). Next, the sequence {qn,,(tz)) has a con- 
vergent subsequence ( (Pi, 2( t2 ) > converging in H’(O, 1). In the kth step we 
extract a convergent subsequence (cp,,,(t,)>. Write $,t = p,,,. Then 
j$Jtk)) converges in H’(O, 1) for every k. Since ($,,I c X, ($,} is equi- 
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continuous: for each E >O there exists 6 ~0 (E =26”*L) such that 
Isi - s21 < 6 implies that l$Jsl) - Il/Js2)(,,0 < E. Since [0, T] is compact, 
there exist a finite number of points fk, say t,, f2, . . . . t,, such that the inter- 
vals Bk = {tl It - fkJ <d/2}, k = 1,2, . . . . N, cover [0, T]. Then for each 
t E [O, r] there exists tk with t E Bk. Thus, 
W,(t) - ICl,(t)lHOG 1$,(t) - ti,(hJlUO 
+ I$n(tk) - tim(tkNIfo+ l$m(t!J - tim(t)lffO 
G 26 + Iti, - tim( HO. 
For each k, 1 < k < N, there is a positive integer nk with 
h+?dtk)-$rdtk)iHo<& if m,n>nk. 
Using this in the above result, we get 
sup Iti, - Il/,(t)l ffo < 3e if m,nBmax{n,, . . . . nk} ef Q. 
fE CO,77 
Thus, 
sup I+n(t)-+m(t)IHO<3& if m,n>Q. 
fE C0.T1 
This means that 
where ,!I is defined in (iv) for a = B1, so {JIJ~} is a Cauchy sequence in I% 
Also, Y is closed in w and so the limit function is in Y. This proves 
Lemma 3. 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. The sets X and 
Y are defined by (7). Define 
A”= Iv YI lda=B,). 
Now Y is a convex subset of a Banach space which is an F* space. Also, 
X is closed in Y and for A” defined above, A”=aX in the topological 
space Y. 
Referring to Granas’ Theorem Gl, we take cp = ho so that ho: X+ 
0 E X\A implies that ho is essential. Thus, in Granas’ Theorem G2 we take 
f= ho and g = h,. If h1 is without fixed points, then ho is inessential, a con- 
tradiction. Hence, hl has a fixed point in Y which satisfies (3) by Lemma 2. 
This completes the proof. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
u,=u,,+~ f(u)+F(c)+/’ [ B(t,s)u,(.~,x)ds , 1 (11) -cc 
where 
u( t, 0) = u( t, 1) = 0; (12) 
uf(u) < ku2 + A4 for some k E (0, .n*) and M > 0, 
F( t + T) = F(t), B( t + T, s + T) = B( t, s) for some T > 0, (13) 
f E C ‘; B continuous; 
(a) B(t, t) is differentiable on [0, T], 
(b) sym &v)du< 1, where&v)=s~p,,~~,~~ {IB(t, t+u)l}, 
(c) s”a JB,(t,t+v)Jdv<D,forsomeD,>O,allt~[O,T], (14) 
(d) IB,(t,t+u)-B,(s,s+v)JdIt-sl’b(v)fort,s~[O,T] 
wheretIE(O, l]andb(t)~L’(-co,O]; 
(a) for each D > 0 there is a K> 0 such that (tl, 1.~1 <D imply 
that If(t) - f(s)1 6 K It - S( (this is not independent 
of(13)); 
(15) 
(b) there is a K, > 0 such that IF(t) - F(‘(s)l < KI It - s(. 
We rewrite (11) as an abstract equation 
u, + Au = iC(t, u( .)), (16) 
where 
C(t, u(s, x), -cc <s 6 t) =f(u(t, x)) + F(c) + B(t, t) u(r, x) 
- 
I 
0 
B,( t, t + u) u( t + v, x) du (17) 
-cc 
for a bounded function U. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that (13), (14)(b) hold. Then there is a constant 
B, > 0 such that if u(t) is a T-periodic solution of (16), then IuI w < B, . 
(Note that we are dealing with an element of the equivalence class of L2 
in the proof of Lemma 4.) 
ProoJ Let u( t, x) be a T-periodic solution of (11) and define 
V,(t) T s,: u’(c, x) dx 
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so that 
V;(t)= 2 j; u(t, x) u,(t, x) dx 
=2j’u(l,x)[u,,+Mu)+rF(i)+illlB(r,r)u,()i]dx. 
0 
Integration by parts and use of (12) yield 1: uu,,dx = - jh u:dx so that by 
(13) we have 
v;(t)< -2 j; u;dx + 2lk 1’ u*dx + 21M 
0 
+ 22 j-i lul IF(t)1 dx+ j; 21 I4 jr P(t, s)l MS, x)1 dsdx 
--110 
Now, find 6 > 0 so small that k + CHIT* < 7~~. We then have 
V’,(r)<jl [ - 224; + 21ku* + 2/W+ 21 IuJ IF(t)] 
0 
+ M2u2 j’ 
-cc 
IB(t, s)l ds + (1/d2) I’ 
-02 
IB(t, s)l z&s, x) ds] dx. 
Using the facts that IF(‘(t)l is bounded, k < II*, j: X*U* dx<Jh ui dx, 
ltm B(u) du< 1, find positive constants a,, fll, yI with 
+A/?, j;j’ IB(t,s)Iu;(s,x)dsdx. 
-m 
Next. define 
v,(r)=j; [(1/2).:-;i:/(r)dt]dx 
and obtain 
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From (12) we have ul(t, 0) = u,(t, 1) = 0 so that 
s I u, u,, dx = 0 s 1 u,u,,dx = u,ur wxxdx 0 
1 1 
=- I u+,,dx= - 1 u, F 2.4, - Af(u) -U(t) 
0 0 
4j* B(r, s) ut(s, x) ds dx 
--m I 
and hence 
(ii) 
s 
I 
B(t, s) q(s, x) ds + &F(t) dx 
-02 
As u and V, are T-periodic we have 
0= V,(T)- V,(O) 
6 -(I-;) jo’j;u;dxdt+jo’jol ,u,J IF(t)ldxdc 
+;l,‘S,‘j;_ IB(t, t+s)l lu,(s+t)12dsdxdt 
1 T 1 
< -- 
2 11 
T 1 
u;dxdt+ 
0 0 ss 
o o I4 M:(t)l dxdt 
+’ 2 jol jp ~ I&l joT u,2(t + s) dt ds dx 
(because u is T-periodic) 
By (14)(b) and the fact that IJ’(t)l is bounded, there is a fi2 > 0 with 
T 1 ss ufdxdt<P2. 0 0 
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In the same way we consider V, and find that 
0 = V,(T) - VI(O) 
6 -a1 joTj)l (U*+U:)dxdt+Ap, j” 
-a 
B(s)ds jT j1 ufdxdr 
0 0 
Thus, 
Hence, there is an A > 0 with 
(iii) joT ji ( u2+u;+uf)dxdt<li;i. 
Now, let V(t) = V,(t) + V,(t) and use (i) and (ii) to obtain 
V’(t)< -a o1 (u’+u;+u;)dx 
s 
+p j1 j’ IB(t,s)l u;(s,x)dsdx+y 
0 --co 
for some positive constants a, fi, y. Now u and U, are continuous, so by (iii) 
there is a tl E [0, T] with 
Tj; (u2(tl,x)+u~(fl,x))dx= joTj; (u2+u;)dxdt<i@ 
Thus, by Sobolev’s inequality 
since 14 + Ju,I <2+u2+u~. We write this as 
(v) sup ~u(~~,x)I~~+(~/T)~‘c,. 
O<x<l 
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This means that 
and 
(vii) V(t,) Q s ’ (u*(t,, x) + ; u;(t,, x)) dx + c2. 0 
Hence, if t,dtbt,+Twe have 
I’(t) = ?‘(z,) +.r’ V’(s) ds 
II 
G’(~l)+/?jt;“‘j,:j~, (B(v,v+s)luf(v+.s)dsdxdv+yT 
= P’(t,)+/? s,: j; ‘I’. IB(v, v+s)( u:(v+s)dsdxdv+yT 
B(s) ds j1 j’u;(t, x) dt dx + yT o o 
6 v(t,)+/m+yT 
by (iii) and (14)(b). But V(z,) d c2 + M/T and so 
From (13) we have 
(viii) uf(u) < k~* + M, k E (0, n’). 
Define 
and use V(t) d c3 to write 
1 
() I[ 
ix 
0 
u*++ 1 dx<c,+A j’ j” oo f(s) ds dx. 
Case 1. If 1~1 < 1, then 
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Case 2. Suppose Iu( > 1. 
(a) If u(t, x)> 1, then 
d c* + 5 ,” [sf(s)/s] ds (using (viii)) 
<c*+ u(ks+(M/s))ds .r I 
<c*+;(k+l)u2+M*, some M* > 0. 
(b) If u(t, x) < -1, then 
j)(s)ds= -jo-“fl-s)ds= - j;“‘f(-s,ds 
=- sbJ(-s)ds- jp”(-s)ds 
<c*+ 
I 
‘Id’ [ -sf( -s)/s ds 
1 
<CT*+ 
i 
In’ (ks + (M/s)) ds 
1 
Thus, 
<c*+;(k+l)u”+M’, as before. 
and 
1 jUf(s)dsSc*+;(k+l)~2+M* 
0 
A j; j;f(s)dsdx<c*+;(k+l) j;u’dx+M*. 
From (ix) we have 
j; [u2+&:] dxgc,+c*+;(k+l) j;u2dx+M*. 
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This yields 
;Jb’ [U2+(1-(k/7t2))U~]dX~C3+C*+M*. 
Hence, there is a B, > 0 with 
This completes the proof. 
We remark that when B is of convolution type then (14)(d) is not 
needed in the next result. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that (13)-( 15) hold. Then C( t, cp( .)) given in ( 17) is 
Hiilder continuous whenever q E (#‘, 1’ 1 a) with q Hiilder continuous. 
Proof Let cp E (I?‘, ( .I w) be HGlder continuous. Then there is a 
k E (0, 11, L1 > 0 such that 
Icp(t,)-cp(t,)lfP6L, h-t2T. 
For t,, t, E [0, T], we have 
IB(t,, t,) cp(tl)--B(t,, f2) v(tdlt,o 
Q IB(t,> ti) cp(tl)-B(t,, tl) db)lHo 
+ IB(tl> tl) d&J-B(f2, tJ dtJIH0 
d IB(tl, tl)l Idt,)-dh)l,o 
+ lB(t,> t,)-B(b> h)l IdtJle 
From (14) we have 
lB( t, t)l < B* for some B* > 0, all t E [0, T], 
IB(t, t) - B(s, s)l < LB It - SI for some L, > 0 and all t, s E [0, 2‘J. 
(18) 
Thus 
(19) 
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Next, 
k(b, t, + u) dt2 + 0) dv 
Ho 
s 
0 
- 
&(t, > tl+ u) dt2 + ~1 du 
--co H” 
s 
0 
- 
&(f2, t2 + 0) 44t2 + ~1 dv 
-02 Ho 
s 
0 
d Mtl, tl + ~11 Idt2 + 0) - rp(t, + ~)IHo dv 
--oo 
+I0 I&(r,, tl+o)--B,(t,, t,+o)l Icp(tz+u)lHodv -cc 
<LID, If,-~,l~+lrplwSP_b(~)d~lr,t,l~. 
Note that 
(20) 
If(dtl)) -f(dt2))1 Ho + IF(tl) - F(t2)l Ho 
d KL1 It, - t,lk + K, (t, - 4. (21) 
Combining (19), (20), (21), there is an CIE (0, l] and a constant k2 
depending on jq( m such that 
Ic(f,, cP(.))- c(t2, 4’(.))lHo6k2 It,-121’. 
This proves Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose (13 t( 15) hold. Then C: [O, T] x p + Ho takes 
bounded sets into bounded sets and condition (iv) of Theorem 1 holds. 
ProoJ: By (15), for any q E ( fi, I . I m), there is a K> 0 depending on 
IqI rt such that 
if(‘P)IH”~‘idffo+ Ift”)l. 
Let llF/l = sup{ IF(t)/: 0 < t< T), then 
Ic(f, d’))tH”6(K+g*+DI) I~‘/HO+ If(o)t + I\F\l 
for all t E [0, T]. 
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For q, $ E X we have 
ICC6 cp(.))-C(4 $(.))IHOd(KfB*+Dl) SUP W(f)-df)lffo. 
IE: [O,T] 
Thus (iv) of Theorem 1 holds. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (13), (14), (15) hold. Then (16) has a 
T-periodic solution for A= 1. 
We note that by Lemmas 4, 5, 6 all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied 
for C defined by (17). 
EXAMPLE 2. We now consider the scalar equation 
u, = u,, + qf(u) + F(t) + jl, B(t, $1 GAS> x) dsl, 
where 
u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0, 
E’(t), B( 5, S) are continuous and satisfy 
F(t + T) = F( t), B(t + T, s + T) = B(t, s) for some T> 0, 
(a) B(t, t) is differentiable on [0, T], 
(b) &s)EL’(-co,O]where&s)= sup {IB(t.t+s)l}, 
ff CO,~l 
(~1 j’ I&Cc s)l d s Q D2 for some D2 > 0 and all t E [0, T], 
(d) Is;tl.~)--B(t2,~)l~b(s) ItI-tt,lBforsome8E(0, 11, 
~EI;‘(--KI, T],andforallt,,t,~[O, T], 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(e) I(W4) Wl, tl ++W4)W2, f2+41 G*(v) It, -t211 
for all t,, t2 E [0, T], 
for some CXE (0, l] and b*(r) E L’( - co, 01, where (a/a,) B(t, s) denotes the 
derivative of B with respect o the first argument, 
there is a continuous function cp: R --) R+ with 
(26) 
cp(u)du < 00 and thereisa ke R+ withf’(u)bk+q(u), 
forthekin(26)wehave(k/x2)+j0 &u)du<l. 
-cc 
(27) 
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Remark. Note that if we integrate f’(u) < k -I- q(u) we obtain z&u) G 
ku2 + M 1~1 for some constant M > 0. 
LEMMA 7. Zf (24), (25), (26), (27) hold, then there is a B, > 0 such that 
if u( t, x) is a T-periodic solution of (22), then 1 ul gp < B, . 
Proof. Let u(t, x) be a T-periodic solution of (22) and define 
Vi(t) = s,: u2ft, x) dx 
so that 
v;(t)=2 J; uu,dx 
=2jl:u[u,,+~~((u)+i.F(t)+ll’ B(t,s)u,(*x)dr]dx. 
--m 
Note that si uu,, dx = - Ji ui dx so that by setting t-s = -v and using 
uf (u) < ku2 + A4 we obtain 
v;(t) Q -2 J1 zt; dx + 2k 1; u* dx 
0 
+2Mji /u/ dx+2 j,’ lul IF(t)1 dx 
0 
i-21 j+’ B(t, t+s)j.‘u(t,x)U,,(t+s,x)dxds. 
-* 0 
Integration of the last term by parts yields 
v;(t) < -2 1; u; dx + 2k J; u* dx 
+2Mj1 /u/ dx+2 j,’ lul If’(t)/ dx 
0 
-21 j* 
-co 
B(t, t+s) jlu,(t,x)ac,(t+s,x)dxds 
0 
and so 
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V;(t)<-2j~u~dx+2kj1u2dx+2Mj1~u~dx 
0 0 
+2 j; Iu( IF(t)1 dx+ j” 
-02 
IB(t, t+s)l ds j; u:dx 
+ j” 
~00 
IB(t, t+s)l j; u$+s,x)dxds 
d -2 j; u;dx+2k j’ u2dx+2Mj1 IuI dx 
0 0 
+2j; (ul IF(t)ldx+j’ &)doj;v’,(t,x)dx 
+ s”,. &I) jol .:(tt;;:Idxdo. 
Hence, 
V’(T)-V,(O)<-2jTj1u~dxdt+2kj*j1.*dxdt 
0 0 0 0 
+2A4 j’j’ IuI dxdt+2 j’j’ (al IF(t)1 dxdt 
0 0 0 0 
+j” ~(o)dvjrjlu~(t,x)dxdt 
-00 0 0 
+j” B(v) joTj;u;(t+~,x)dxdu 
--a 
6 -2(ljo_@o)du) joTj;u;dxdt 
+(2k/n2) j’j’uzdxdt 
0 0 
+2M j’j’ IZL dxdt+2 j’j’ IuJ IF(t)1 dxdt, 
0 0 0 0 
where we have used 7~’ si u* dx d j; uf dx. By this and (27), there is a c, > 0 
with 
T 1 
jj 
uz,dxdt<c,. (28) 
0 0 
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Next, define 
so that 
v,(t) = j; u;(t, x) dx 
utu,, dx 
= -2J’u,,[u,,+ni(u)+Wt) 
0 
= -2[1u:, 
0 
dx-2ljb~f(~)u,,dx-2i~~u,,F(t)dx 
0 
- 3. s,’ ux,(t, xl 1” o. B( t, t + s) u,,( t + s, x) ds dx. 
Call the last term -f(t) and obtain 
V;(t) = - 2 s,’ utx dx - 21, j,’ u,,f(u) dx 
-24 u,,F(t) dx + f(t) 
0 
= -21’ uzx dx - 2Af(u) u, 
0 
-2/l j1 u,,F(t) dx + r(t) 
0 
< -2 
s 
’ uzx dx - 2Af(O) s,’ u,, dx 
0 
+2A I ’ [k+cp(u)] uzdx 0 
-24 u,,F(t) dx + T(t) 
0 
< -2(1-S)jLu;Xdx+2rlkj1u:dx 
0 0 
+21 s ’ cp(u)u,u,dx+T(t)+R 0 
505/90/2-12 
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(where 6 > 0 is a small as we please and A> 0). We now integrate the 
third term by parts and obtain JA u,rp(u) U, dx = - SA u,,~ J;; q(s) ds dx. 
Since 1s:” q(s) dsl <co, this last term is bounded by DlA Iu,,I dx for 
some D> 0. Therefore, this term can be absorbed into the 6 and A 
relations in our last calculation of V;, yielding 
V;(t)< -2(1-q; u:,dx+21.kj1 u:dx+I’(t)+i@. 
0 
Still, 6 > 0 is as small as we please. Hence 
o= V(T)- V(0) 
< -2(1 -6)joTjo1 u&dxdt+2ik j’j’uidxdt 
0 0 
+ 
s 
?(t)dt+RT 
0 
6 -2(1-d) jTj’u;,dx+2kc,+ j?(t)dt+@T 
0 0 0 
using (28). Now 
joTl-(t)dt= -21 joTj~uXX(t,x) j~mB(t,t+s)u,,(t+s,x)dsdxdt 
T 1 
II/ 
0 
< (B(t, t+s)( (z&(t,x)+&(t+s,x))dsdxdt 
0 0 -cc 
6 j:m B(s) ds joT j; uzX dx dt 
+j~m&)joTj~~~l(f+~,x)dxdtdr 
= 2 jr, B(s) ds joT j; L& dx dt. 
This yields 
and so 
u;,( t, x) dx dt < c2. (29) 
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By (28), there is a t, E [0, T] with 
T ‘u;(t1,x)dxQq 
s 0 
sothat VZ(t,)<c,/T.Thenfort,gt<t,+Twehave 
+I 
I, + T 
Ir(t)l dt + &?T 
11 
< V*(t,)+P for tE [t,, tl + T], someP>O. 
But 
V2( t) = j; u; dx 
and 
SO 
sup s ’ b&, x) + u’(t, x)] dx < 2(P+ (cl/T)). fl<f<l,+T 0 
Thus 
sup Mt)lHl<B,, some B, >O. 
fE co,r1 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
Suppose that 
f E C I, F is Lipschitz. Thus, we write 
(a) foreachD>O,thereisaK>Osuchthat It(, Isl<D 
implies that If(t)-f(s)1 <K It--l, (30) 
(b) thereisaK,>OsuchthatIF(t)-F(s)l<K, It-$1. 
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Let R(t, s) be the unique solution of 
R(t,s)+i I’B(r,u)R(u,s)du=l, R(s, s) = 1. (31) 
s 
We note that there is an A > 0 with 
(a) jr IRAt, $)Ids61Gi for all t, 
--a, 
(32) 
(b) R(t+T,s+T)=R(t,s). 
To see (a), we have from (31) that 
R&s)-i,B(t,S)R(s,s)+g’B(t,U)R,$(u,S)du=O. 
s 
Thus, 
IRAt, s)l Q lB(t, sfl + jf IB(t, u)l Mu, ~11 &. s 
For any a < t we have 
so that 
j’ IMt, s)l ds G 1’ IWt, s)l ds u‘ -m 
+ jr wt, U)I J* Mu, s)l ds du. * a 
Let y(t) = f: IR,(t, s)l ds; then 
Consider t > a for which y(s) < u( t ) for a < s < t. Then 
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so that 
y(t)9j0 B(a)du/(l-j” B(o) du =: E? 
-02 -02 ) 
Letting a+ --oo and recalling that jym B(u) do < 1 we obtain 
jLm R(t, s)l ds < M, as claimed. Now we prove (b). We have 
R(t+ T,s+ T)+A jST; B(t+T,u)R(u,s+T)du=l 
and 
R(r+T,s+T)+1j’B(r,u)R(T+u,T+s)du=l. 
s 
Note that R( T + t, T + t) = 1, so R( t + T, s + T) is also the solution of (3 1). 
By uniqueness we have R( t + T, s + T) = R( t, s). This proves (b). 
Let u(t) E @ be given and consider the integral equation in @ 
ul(t)+Ajr B(t,s)q(s)ds=u(t). (33) -cc 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that (24), (25) hold. Then 
~?(t)=u(+-~ R,(t,s)u(s)ds (34) 
is a T-periodic solution of (33), ii E: m. 
Proof: We need only show that (34) satisfies (33). Since u(t) E r and 
(32)(b) holds, then SC m R,(t, S) U(S) ds E F? Now 
ii(t) + 1 j’ B( t, s) ii(s) ds 
-cx 
=u(t)-j’ R,(r.s)u(s)ds+ljr B(t,s)ii(s)ds. 
--oo -cc 
Next, we show that 
- jr R,(t,s)u(s)ds+Ij-’ B( t, s) ii(s) ds = 0. 
-co -co 
We have 
R,(~,s)-lB(r,s)+ljrB(t, u)R,(u,s)du=O 
3 
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and 
f = 
j [ 4s) -IZB(t, s) + jb(z, u) R,(u, s) du ds --m s 1 
= B(t,v)[u(v)- j” R,(u, s) u(s) ds du. 
--a3 I 
Thus, 
- j’ R,(t, s) u(s) ds = -)+ j’ B(t, v) G(v) dv. 
-‘x -a, 
This completes the proof. 
Consider the following equation in m 
B,(t,s)ii(s)ds , 
1 
(35) 
where u( t, 0) = u( t, 1) = 0 and 
n(t)=U(t)-ji R,( t, s) u(s) ds. 
-a 
LEMMA 9. rfu(t) is a T-periodic solution of(35), then IuI @< (1 + A) B, 
(where ii-i is defined in (32) and B, is given in Lemma 7) and (22) has a 
T-periodic solution. 
ProoJ: Since 27 satisfies C(t) = u(t) - JLm R,(t, s) u(s) ds, according to 
Lemma 8 we have that ii(t) is a T-periodic solution of (33): 
z;(t)+A j’ B( t, s) ii(s) ds = u(t). 
-cc 
Now we show that ii(t) is a T-periodic solution of (22). In fact, 
u, = ii,(t) + LB(t, t) ii(t) + 1 j’ B,(t, s) C(s) ds 
-cc 
(36) 
and 
s 
r 
u xx =ii,,+l Nt, s) fix,(s) ds (37) -03 
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(since a(t) = u(t) -{Loo R,(t, S) U(S) ds E D(A)). NOW, substitute (36), (37) 
into (35) to obtain 
ii,=ii ,,+I f(ti)+F(r)+/f 
[ 
B(t,s)ii,,(s)ds . 
-cc 1 
Thus, B is a T-periodic solution of (22). By Lemma 7, it follows that 
This proves Lemma 9. 
Let 
C(t,u(.))=f.(i()+F(f)+B(f,t)i@)+j’ B,(t,s)ii(s)ds (38) 
--a, 
with ii defined in (34). 
LEMMA 10. Suppose (24), (25), (30) hold. Then C(t, cp( .)) given in (38) 
is Hiilder continuous for cp E @ and cp Hiilder continuous. 
Proof. Let cp E @’ be Hijlder continuous. Thus, there is a k E (0, 1 ] and 
an L, > 0 such that 
For t, > t, and t,, t, E [0, T], we have 
l@(f~)-@(b)l~~= dt,)-db- 1” R,(t,, s) q(s) -m 
s 
12 - Rs(f~> $1 ds)ds -cc HO 
s 12 - Rs(b, s) 4s) ds --m HO 
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R,(t, 9 s) - RAta s) = B(t,, s) - B(t,, s) 
+ j” (B(t,, u)- B(t2, ~1) R,(u, s) du 
s 
so that 
+ s” IHt, > 0) - Btt,, 011 lR,(u, 311 A s 
+ j" IB(tz, ~11 IRAQ ~11 dv 
12 
~It,-ttZI’b(~)fIt~-t~l~ jtlb(o) lR,(u,s)l dv 
s 
+ B* j” IR,(u, s)l dv, 
t2 
where B* = sup{ IB(t, s)l: (t, s) E [0, T] x [0, T] >. Then 
s ” lR,(t,,s)-R,(tz,s)l ds -a, 
d It1 - t,le 5 
12 
b(v) dv 
-m 
+ It, - t,l’ jt2 j” b(v) IR,(v, s)l duds 
-cc s 
+ B* I’ 1” lR,(v, s)l dv ds 
-cc *2 
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I 
T 
6 It, - t,Je b(u) dv 
--m 
+ ItI - t21e s” b(v) 1” IR,(u, s)l ds du 
-cc --oo 
(where i@ is defined in (32)) so that there is an Mz > 0 with 
s I2 IR,(t,,s)-R,(t,,s)l dsdM2 It,-tt,ls. (40) --m 
Thus. 
and so 
I@(tI)-@(aHO<M3 ltl--*IY, (41) 
where y =min{B, k) and M3 depends on (cp( ,p. 
For t,, t2 E [0, r] we have 
Iat*, t1) @(tl)-B(t,Y t2) @(b)IHO 
d Mt,, tl) atl)-B(t,Y fl) @(b)IHO 
+ INt,, t1) 4(b) - Nt2, f2) @(tJIHO 
d I@tl, t1)l I4(t,)-@(f*)!HO 
+ Mt,, t1) - Kt2, t*)l I@(td HO. 
From (25), we have 
I&t, t)l < B, for some B, > 0 and all t E [0, r], 
IB(t, t) - B(s, s)l < L, It - s( for some L, > 0 
and all t, s E [0, T]. 
(42) 
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Thus, 
Note that from (41) 
while 
where A? is defined in (32). Then there is an M, > 0 depending on I q I m 
such that 
lB(t,,t,)~(t,)--B(t,,t2)9(tz)l~o~M41t,-t21Y. (43) 
As before, we denote by (a/a,) B(t, S) the derivative of B with respect o the 
first argument of B. Then 
” Bl(tl, s) q.(s) ds- j” B,(t,, s) @j(s) ds 
--m --3c Ho 
I j 
0 
= (ala,)B(t,,t,+s)~(t,+s)ds 
-cc 
- 
i 
’ (a/a,)B(t,,t,+s)~(t,+s)ds 
-cc Ho 
< I ’ I(W,)B(t,,t,+s)l I~(tl+S)--(t2+S)lHods -mz 
+I0 
I(W,)B(t,> t, +s) 
-m 
- (a/a,) B(t2, t, + S)l I@‘(t, +S)IH”ds 
<&Ad3 ltl-t21Y+Iqlw(1 +h?) j” b*(v)du It,-tt,la 
-cc 
GM, It, - tZla’ (44) 
where CI = min { CI, y } and M, is a positive constant depending on I cp I W. In 
(30) for D=(l i-H) Iql~, there is a K>O such that If(u)--f(u)/ d 
K [U-D/ for 1~1, IuI <D. Using (41) we have 
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and 
Combining (43), (44), (45), there is a /?E (0, 1 J and a constant K2 
depending on IqJ p such that 
Ic~~,,9(~))-C(~2~9(~))luO~~*l~l-~~lB. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 10. 
LEMMA 11. &qpse that (24), (25), (26), and (30) ho2d. Then 
C: [O, TJ x w-+ Ho takes bounded sets into bounded sets and condition (iv) 
of Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof By (30)(a), for any cp E I?’ there is a k, 7 0 depending on Jcp) R 
such that If(q)/ H~ $kj (q/,0 + If(O Let IIFII = sup(N 0 <t 6 T), 
then 
(where B1 is defined in (42), M is given in (32)) for all I E CO, T]. 
For q, $ E X we have 
IC(t, 9(.))- C(t, J/(.))INO 
<(K-t B1 +&)(I -t A) SZPT, 19(t)- IL(t)lHo* 
Thus, (iv) of Theorem 1 holds and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (24), (25), (26), and (30) hold. Then (22) has 
a T-periodic solution for I = 1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 9, 10, 11, we know that (35) has a T-periodic solu- 
tion for i = 1. From Lemma 9 it follows that (22) has a T-Periodic solution 
for A= 1. 
We now show that the methods of establishing boundedness in this 
paper do not establish dissipativeness; in fact, the conditons can be satisfied 
and there are still unbounded solutions. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the scalar equation 
ll, = - (2/x2) jI m e -(f-J)uxx(s) ds + lF(t) (46) 
with u( t, 0) = u( t, 1) = 0, F( t + T) = F(t) for some T > 0. Also, let F be 
differentiable. 
THEOREM 4. There is an M > 0 such that any T-periodic solution of (46) 
satisfies 
,6s;~T,j; (U*k X)+40, XI> dx<M. 
Moreover, if (46) has a T-periodic solution, then it has unbounded solutions. 
LEMMA 12. Let q be a continuous T-periodic function and a > 0. Then 
[’ cp(t) j’ 
-Lx 
e-“(f+s)q(S) ds dt = a jO’ [j’ 
-cc 
e-“(f-s)q$s) ds]’ dt. 
Jo 
Proof: Define 
V(t) = jr e-“(‘-“‘q(s) ds 
--oo 
so that 
V(t)=q(t)-ajl_e +(‘m-“~cp(s)ds=rp(t)-aV(t) 
and 
V(t) V(t) = p(t) V(t) - aV2(t). 
Thus, 
j’V(t) V’(t)dt=j=q(t) V(t)dt-a jr V*(t)dt 
0 0 0 
so that 
i(V’(T)- Y2(0))=/*q(t) V(t)dt-ajr V’(t)dt. 
0 0 
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Since V(t) is a T-periodic function, we have V(T) = V(0) so that 
jTq(t) V(t)dr=a j= V’(t)dt 
0 0 
T I 
=a 
j (I 
e -+"'c/?(s) ds * dt, 
0 -00 
as required. 
Now, to prove Theorem 4 define 
and 
Then 
V,(t) = V,(t) + V*(f). 
1 
u,u,, dx = - s utu.xx dx 0 
= (2/n*) 1’ u,,(t, x) 1’ eC(r-s)u,,(s, x) ds dx 
0 -00 
-Wt) j; 46 x) dx, (47) 
and 
V;(t) = Al;‘(t) 1’ 1’ e-(t-s)u,,(s, x) ds dx 
0 --iD 
+ Wt) j; u,,(t, x) dx 
-IF(t) j1 1’ e-(‘+“)u,,(s, x) ds dx 
0 -co 
V;(t) = (2/7c2) J: u,,(t, x) j,, e-‘z-Sh,,(s, x) ds dx 
+ A.F’(t) f I,,, e-(‘psh,(s, x) ds dx 
- AF(t) [’ j’ e-(‘-s)u,x(s, x) ds dx. 
0 -00 
(48) 
(49) 
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Use the fact that V3 is T-periodic and integrate (49) to obtain 
o= V,(T)- V3(0) 
=(2/r12)j~j'~~~(f,J)ji e~(f-S)u,,(s,.x)dsdxdt 
0 0 a, 
+~joTjolFYtl jIme +%,,(s, x) ds dx dt 
--A jTjlF(t) j’ e~(‘~“h,,(s, x) ds dx dt. 
0 0 --x 
By Lemma 12 it follows that 
= (2/n’) 1’ j’u,,(t, x) 1’ e-(‘-“)u,,(s, x) ds dt dx 
0 0 ~~ co 
Q joT jol IfYt)l /i', e -(r-s)u,,(s, x) ds dx dt 
-(‘-s)u,,(s, x) ds Ax dt. 
/ 
Thus, there is a C, > 0 such that IT I I s [J 1 
2 
e ~ (’ ~ s)u,,~(s, x) ds dtdx<C,. 
00 -cc 
From (48) we have 
Wt) j; u,,( t, x) dx = V;(t) 
+Mt)j: jIm e -(f-S)~,,(~, x) ds dx 
- Wt) j: 1’ m e - (’ - shxx(s, x) ds dx. 
Choose t, E [0, T] such that 
V2(t,)=max{V2(t):tE[tl,tl+T]). 
Then for each tE [t,, t1 + r] we have 
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V;(T) dz 
e -(= - shxx(s, x) ds dx dz 
-Aj’F’(r)ji j’ e ~ (’ -- %&, x) ds dx dz 
11 -30 
ep”-“h,,(s, x) ds dx dz 
e-(7-sh,,(s, x) ds dx dz 
= joT (IF( + IF’(z)l) j; II’ 
-m 
e+%&, x) dsl dx dz. 
Using (50) we see that for each t E [tI, tl + T] we have 
1 j' F(T) j; u,,(T, x) dx dz < Cz, some C,>O. 
II 
Thus, 
u,Jz, x) dx dz < Cz for all t E [0, T]. (51) 
From (47) we have 
(2/7c2) lo1 u,,( t, x) j’ e-(‘- ‘)u,,(s, x) ds dx 
-cc 
= V;(t) + yF(t) j’ u,,(t, x) dx. 
0 
Find t, E [0, r] such that 
V,(t,) =max{ V,(t): t E [f2, t2 + Tl>. 
Then for all t E [t,, t, + r] we have 
(2h2) j’ j’ %A? x) jr ep(T-s)u,,(s, x) ds dx dz 
12 0 -‘x 
= j’ V;(z) dz + A j’ F(T) j,’ u,,(z, x) dx dz 
fl fl 
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by (51). Thus, for all t E [0, 7’1 we have 
(2/z’)]* j’ u,(z,x) jr e-(‘-“‘u,,(s,x)df dxdzd C2. 
0 0 --a, 
(52) 
From (48) we write 
-Wt) jo’ %x(6 xl fix 
= -Y;(t)+j.F’(t)j: j’ e-“+“)u,,(s,x)dsdx 
-cl2 
-AF(t) j1 j’ e-(‘-S)ct,(s, x) ds dx 
0 -co 
and find t3 E [0, T] such that 
V,(t,)=min(V,(t): ttf [t,, tj-t T]j. 
Then for all TV [It,, t,+ T] we have 
+Aj’F’(r) j:j’ e - (’ - sh&, x) ds dx dz 
(3 -cc 
-d j’F(~)ji j’ e -+‘)u,,(s, x) ds dx dz 
- ,a 
Using (50) and boundedness of F, F’ we obtain 
-+Wj; u,Jz, x) dx dz ,< C3 for some C3 >O. 
Thus, 
u,(T, x) dx clz Q C3. 
Differentiating (46), we have 
(53) 
e --ct - s)u,,(s, x) ds -t W(t). 
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Multiplying by u(t, x) and integrating from 0 to 1 with respect to x and 
from 0 to T with respect o t we obtain 
joT jol uu,, dx dt + (2/7?) joT jol uu,, dx dt 
= Gw) joT j; 44 xl j’ e-(f-s)u,,(s, x) ds dx dt 
-cc 
+ tlF’( t) u dx dt. 
Note that 
s 
T T 
u,,u dt = uu, u;dt= - 
0 5 
uf dt, 
0 
s 
1 
s 
1 
MU,, dx = uu, u;dx= - u; dx, 
0 0 
and that 
/2joTj~u(i,x)j~1e-(f~~)~~~(~,x)d~dxdt~ 
T 1 
Q ss 
u2( t, x) dx dt 
0 0 
+ 
s Tl s 
0 0 
[I f 2 
e-(‘-“)u,,(s, x) ds 
1 
dx dt. 
-02 
Thus, by (54) we get 
T Sf ’ t-u; + (2/n2) uf] dx dt 0 0 
<(1/x2) jTj1u2(t,x)dxdt 
+(i/.:i j” j [j 
1T I 
00 -m 
e~(f~shxx(s, x) ds 
I 
2 
dt dx 
+ j’?” IF’(t)1 IuI dx dt. 
0 0 
(54) 
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Using (50), rc2 j; u2 dx < j: of dx, and boundedness of F’(t), we have 
ss T 1 [uf+uf] dxdt<C,, some C,>O. 0 0 
By the mean value theorem, there is a to E [0, T] such that 
s 
I 
u;( to, x) dx < Co/T. 
0 
This implies that I’,(t,) < Co/T. Integrating (47) and using (52), (53) we 
get 
v,(t) = J’,(r,) + j’ V;(z) dz 
10 
6 (Co/T) 
+ (2/7r2) J*’ f’ u,,(z, x) f’ e-“-“)u,,(s, x) ds dx dz 
10 0 -00 
u,Jz, x) dx dz 
< (Co/T) + C2 + C3. 
Hence, there is an A4 > 0 with 
sup I ’ [u’(t,x)+u;(t,x)]dx<M, fE[O,T] 0 
proving the first part of Theorem 4. 
Now, let qA(t, x) be a T-periodic solution of (46). Consider u(t, x) = 
(sin 7rx) e’ + ql(f, x). Clearly, u(t, 0) = u(t, 1). Let Il/(t, x) = (sin 71x) e’ so 
that 
*, = (sin nx) e’ 
and so 
-(W2) j', e ~(f-S)ICIXX(S,x)dS=2sin71x ’ s epr+*‘ds --m 
= (sin 71x) e’. 
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Thus, 
I)~ = - (2/7c2) li, e-“-“)$,,(s, x) ds. 
Therefore, u(t, x) is a solution of (1 ), but unbounded. 
Finally, note that if F(l) = 4/7r2, then (pi.( t, x) = 1(x2 -x) is a periodic 
solution of (46). 
Remark. When B(t, S) = R’(t) = 0, Eq. (11) has been the subject of 
extensive investigation using a slightly different Liapunov function. For 
discussion and history see Hale [lo, pp. 75-781 (Hale’s equation is U, = 
(a(x) u,), +f(u) which can be treated in the same way), Henry [ll, pp. 4, 
61, 85, 93, especially 118-1251, and Walker [14]. In those discussions it is 
generally required that f be at least C’ and that 
,u~mf(u)/ua. (55) 
The main use of (55) is in showing that solutions are bounded. The goal 
is to show that all solutions tend to 0. However, if we use the V= V, + V, 
of Lemma 4, taking B(t) = $‘(‘(t) =0, we easily get boundedness of solutions 
under the condition 
uf(u) < ku2 + M 
for some A4 > 0 and k E (0, rc*). By contrast, (55) asks that for each E > 0 
there exist K> 0 such that 1~1 >K implies that f (u)/u < E or that 
uf(u)<&u2. But there is an A>0 with uf(u)<li;i for 1~1 <K, thus (55) 
asks that uf (u) < su2 + &? for arbitrarily small E. Thus, our work extends 
the classical results even when B = F= 0. 
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